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Thoroughly Intriguing Title 

Introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction 

introduction introduction. Introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction 

introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction 

introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction. 

Introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction 

introduction introduction introduction. Introduction introduction introduction introduction 

introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction introduction. Thesis thesis thesis 

thesis thesis thesis thesis thesis thesis thesis thesis thesis thesis thesis thesis thesis thesis thesis. 

Level 1 Heading 

Topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence. First body 

paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. First body paragraph first body paragraph 

first body paragraph. First body paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. First body 

paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. First body paragraph first body paragraph 

first body paragraph. “Relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote 

relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote” (Lastname 297). First 

body paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. First body paragraph first body 

paragraph first body paragraph. First body paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. 

Standard MLA heading 

If the 

sentence 

excludes 

the author’s 

name, place 

it within the 

citation 

along with 

the page 

number, if 

available.   

 

Center and double space the title. 

Do not allow Word to add extra 

spacing and abstain from any extra 

bolding or underlining.  
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First body paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. First body paragraph first body 

paragraph first body paragraph.  

Level 2 Heading 

Topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence. First body 

paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. “Relevant quote relevant quote relevant 

quote relevant quote” (Book, Title of a Book). First body paragraph first body paragraph first 

body paragraph. First body paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. First body 

paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. First body paragraph first body paragraph 

first body paragraph First body paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. First body 

paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. First body paragraph first body paragraph 

first body paragraph. First body paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. First body 

paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. First body paragraph first body paragraph 

first body paragraph. Paraphrased idea paraphrased idea paraphrased idea paraphrased idea 

paraphrased idea paraphrased idea paraphrased idea paraphrased idea (Author 17). First body 

paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. First body paragraph first body paragraph 

first body paragraph. First body paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. First body 

paragraph first body paragraph first body paragraph. 

Level 1 Heading 

Topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence 

topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence. Second body paragraph second body paragraph 

second body paragraph second body paragraph. Second body paragraph, “Relevant quote 

relevant quote” (“Title” 27). Second body paragraph second body paragraph second body 

paragraph second body paragraph. Second body paragraph second body paragraph second body 

Only use 

this 

abbreviat

ed title 

format if 

the 

source 

does not 

provide 

an author. 

MLA utilizes five levels of 

headings that alert readers of a 

shift in focus. For more 

specification, view the DBU MLA 

packet.  
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paragraph second body paragraph. Second body paragraph second body paragraph second body 

paragraph second body paragraph: 

Block quote block quote block quote block quote. Block quote block quote block 

quote block quote. Block quote block quote block quote block quote. Block quote 

block quote block quote block quote. Block quote block quote block quote block 

quote. Block quote block quote block quote block quote. Block quote block quote 

block quote block quote. (Firstauthor and Secondauthor 290) 

Second body paragraph second body paragraph second body paragraph second body paragraph. 

Second body paragraph second body paragraph second body paragraph second body paragraph. 

Second body paragraph second body paragraph second body paragraph second body paragraph. 

Level 1 Heading 

Topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence 

topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence topic sentence. Third body paragraph 

third body paragraph third body paragraph third body paragraph. “Relevant quote relevant quote 

relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote” 

(Citation 87). Third body paragraph third body paragraph third body paragraph third body 

paragraph. Third body paragraph third body paragraph third body paragraph third body 

paragraph third body paragraph third body paragraph third body paragraph third body paragraph. 

Third body paragraph third body paragraph third body paragraph. Example O. Notplagiarism 

states, “Relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote relevant quote 

relevant quote relevant quote” (134). Third body paragraph third body paragraph third body 

paragraph third body paragraph. Third body paragraph third body paragraph third body When placing 

the author’s 

name within the 

sentence, only 

place the page 

number in the 

citation.  

Block quotes: 

use for quotes 

longer than four 

lines. Indent the 

quote as shown 

and do not use 

quotation marks. 

The final 

punctuation 

comes before the 

citation.  
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paragraph third body paragraph third body paragraph third body paragraph third body paragraph 

third body paragraph. Third body paragraph third body paragraph third body paragraph third  

body paragraph.  

Level 1 Heading 

Conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion 

conclusion conclusion conclusion. Conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion 

conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion. Conclusion conclusion conclusion 

conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion. Conclusion 

conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion 

conclusion. Conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion conclusion 

conclusion conclusion conclusion. 
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Auditory Audiobooks, 2015. 

Citation, Thisisa. “Article Title.” Scholarly Journal, vol. 20, Oct. 2008, pp. 75-96. Academic 

Search Engine.  

Firstauthor, Ima and Imthe Secondauthor. This is a Book about Something. Whoprintedthis, Inc., 

2005. 

Lastname, Firstname. “Short Story.” Name of Anthology, edited by John Doe, 5th ed., vol. 1, 

Publishers United, 2004, pp. 276-304.  

Notplagiarism, Example, editor. Title of a Multivolume Work: Editor as an Author. 2nd ed., vol. 

7, Publishstuff, 2003.  

“Title of a Credible Internet Article.” Scholarly Website. Accessed 18 Sept. 2011.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alphabetize entries by last name. 

Use a hanging indent for each 

entry two lines or longer. 

If this page holds 

only one reference, 

name it “Work 

Cited”. 


